The heart rate (HR) is closely coupled with cardiac performance [1] . In response to changes in the oxygenated blood requirements of the body due to exercise, the HR changes with the alteration of cardiac output. The HR is also closely related to myocardial oxygen consumption [2] . Impaired response of heart rate to exercise has recently been demonstrated to be predictive of increased mortality and coronary heart disease incidence [3, 4] . Quantitative analyses of the HR response are thus important with respect to cardiac accidents.
Abstract:
We attempted to fit heart rate (HR) changes induced by constant exercise loads of different intensities to an exponential hyperbolic sine curve by the least-squares method, and we compared the results with the fitting of the changes to exponential curves. Seven healthy male volunteers performed three different intensities of constant-load exercise on a bicycle ergometer. The exponential hyperbolic sine function adequately fitted the HR responses induced by all three different intensities of loads: low (30 W: correlation coefficient, rϭ0.68Ϯ0.13, meanϮSD), moderate (75 W: rϭ0.93Ϯ0.07) and high (125 W: rϭ0.97Ϯ0.02). The first-order exponential curve fitted only the moderate load response. Although the second-order exponential equation fitted the HR response for both the moderate and high loads, the equation did not fit the low-load response (rϭ0.43Ϯ0.26). In lowload exercise, the sum of the power of the residuals for the exponential hyperbolic sine curve fitting was significantly smaller than that for the first-or second-order exponential curve fitting. In conclusion, the exponential hyperbolic sine function is useful for quantitative analyses of the HR response to exercise loads of various intensities.
[Japanese Journal of Physiology, 50, [405] [406] [407] [408] [409] [410] [411] [412] 2000] under various conditions.
To determine the equation fitting the sequential changes of various physiological parameters, an electric circuit corresponding to the equation is helpful, as has been shown, for example, in coronary physiology [11, 12] . An electric circuit corresponding to a firstorder exponential curve consists of a resistor connected to a capacitor in a series circuit (see APPENDIX 1) . Similarly, two parallely connected series of resistors and capacitors with a battery is the electric circuit corresponding to a second-order exponential equation (see APPENDIX 2) . These circuits thus include a resistor and capacitor with a direct current battery, but no inductor.
The balance between sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous tone plays an essential role in the regulation of HR. Both the first-and second-order exponential curves assume a balance only toward the upward direction of HR, with or without a plateau. It is reasonable that the balance would be reversed under certain conditions, resulting in a tendency for HR trends to change in the opposite direction. In fact, HR declines after initial increases during unloaded or lowload exercise. In the physiological responses of autonomic nerve activity, counteraction of the sympathetic and parasympathetic nerve activity has been reported [13] . It can easily be assumed that the addition of a component which represents the reverse changes in balance between sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous tone to the electric circuit would improve the fitting results.
Thus, regarding these three different HR trends in response to different constant loads, it can easily be assumed that an exponential hyperbolic sine function, which has been used for analysis of biological phenomena such as neural networks and drug-protein kinesis [14, 15] would fit all of these HR trends and their corresponding electric circuits including inductor in addition to a resistor and capacitor with direct current battery (see APPENDIX 3) .
There are, however, no reports which attempt to fit the HR response to constant-load exercise to an exponential hyperbolic sine function. Accordingly, we attempted to fit all of the different HR responses to different exercise intensities to a sole exponential hyperbolic sine function.
METHODS

Subjects.
To avoid the effects of gender and age differences on the results, seven healthy males whose ages ranged from 26 to 36 years (30Ϯ5 years: meanϮSD) were selected for the study. The test procedure complied with the rules of the Helsinki Declaration [16] ; informed consent was obtained and the study was approved by our institutional ethical committee for human research.
Experimental protocol. The constant-load exercise tests were all performed at 14 : 00-16 : 00 h. After the recording of the baseline HR for 2 min, each subject exercised on a bicycle ergometer (Fukuda Denshi Co., Tokyo, Japan) for 4 min at constant load with 50 rotations per minute pedaling speed. Each subject was tested with three different constant loads: 30 W (low load), 75 W load (moderate load) and 125 W load (high). The intensity of the load was classified according to previous reports [9, 10] . The order of the three different load tests was randomized with a 30-min interval between tests. Continuous HR data were obtained starting from a baseline recording and ending 4 min after the start of exercise.
The continuous beat-to-beat RR interval during exercise was recorded digitally using an Active Tracer (Suwa Trust Co. Ltd., Japan) with a 1-ms sampling interval. The recorded data were stored in a computer (PC9821Xa13, NEC, Tokyo) using an appropriate program (MemCalc Pro Ver 2.5, Suwa Trust Co. Ltd.), which determined RR intervals. HR (beats/min) was calculated as 60,000 ms/RR interval (ms).
Data analysis.
Exponential hyperbolic sine function. To analyze the HR response from the start of the exercise to the 4-min point, we introduced the exponential hyperbolic sine function (see APPENDIX 3) HRϪ␥ϭ ␣· e Ϫ␤· t · sinh(· t). In this equation, ␣ represents the coefficient of the exponential hyperbolic sine equation (beats per min; bpm); ␤, the reciprocal of a time constant (s Ϫ1 ); t, time (s); , angular frequency (rad · s Ϫ1 ); and ␥, the basal HR (bpm). The data of the timecourse changes in HR stored on the computer disk were fitted to the exponential hyperbolic sine function by the least-squares method using a Windows NTbased personal computer (Equium, Toshiba Co. Ltd., Japan) with an analytical program (Table Curve 2D Ver 4.0, SPSS Inc., USA).
Exponential function. We also attempted to fit HR changes to the first-and second-order exponential functions. The first-and second-order exponential equations and their regression coefficients are shown in APPENDIXES 1 and 2, respectively.
Comparison of the regression. The HR response was fitted to the three functions described above by the least-squares method. Correlation coefficients were employed to evaluate the results of the fitting to the three curves. The power of the residual was obtained as the square of the residual from each fitted curve. The sum of the powers of the residuals was also used for the comparison.
Statistics. To compare the correlation coefficients and the sum of the powers of the residuals among the three fitting equations, analysis of variance with Bonfferoni's t-test was used. The constancy of residuals throughout the course (determined by visual evaluation) was also considered for estimation of fitness. Data are expressed as meanϮSD, and pϽ0.05 was considered as significant.
RESULTS
Fitting to exponential hyperbolic sine and exponential curves Figure 1 shows representative results of the exponential hyperbolic sine fitting and the first-and second-order exponential fittings of HR changes induced by the different constant loads. Table 1 summarizes the results of the fitting to the three equations.
The exponential hyperbolic sine function adequately fitted the HR changes induced by all three loads used. In low-load exercise, respiratory arrhythmia was still observed, while it was diminished in moderate-and high-load exercise, and the correlation coefficient for the exponential hyperbolic sine function fitted to the low-intensity load was relatively low when compared to those fitted to the moderate-and high-intensity loads. The residuals were, however, fairly constant throughout the time course (Fig. 1) . Neither the first-nor second-order exponential equation fitted the HR responses induced by low load (30 W). For the moderate load (75 W), the time-dependent HR response was fitted to both the first-and second-order exponential curves. The correlation coefficient for the exponential hyperbolic sine equation was 0.93Ϯ0.07, which was not significantly lower than that for the first-or second-order exponential curve equations. For the high load (125 W), the firstorder exponential curve did not adequately fit the later part of the increase in HR. This HR response was fitted by the second-order exponential curve. The correlation coefficient for the exponential hyperbolic sine curve fitting was 0.97Ϯ0.02, which was comparable with that for the second-order exponential curve equation.
Coefficients for exponential hyperbolic sine function and intensity of loads
The relations between the coefficients for the exponential hyperbolic sine function and the intensity of the load are shown in Fig. 2 . The coefficient ␣ increased as the load intensity increased. Conversely, the coefficients ␤ and decreased as the load intensity increased.
Corresponding electric circuits
Based on this significant fitting of the HR responses to the exponential hyperbolic sine function with a small sum of the power of residuals from the fitted line, the HR responses can be simulated by an electric circuit composed of a resistor, inductor and capacitor connected in series with a direct current battery, as shown in APPENDIX 3.
DISCUSSION
The present small-scale study demonstrated that the HR responses to different constant loads can be fitted to an exponential hyperbolic sine function. The exponential hyperbolic sine function is useful for the quantitative evaluation of the HR responses to different constant loads. The HR trends in response to three different loads observed in the present study were in agreement with those in previously reported studies [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , and HR trends can thus be analyzed and discussed. The findings of the successful fitting of the exponential hyperbolic sine curve to the HR changes in response to lowload exercise indicated that the HR response includes an oscillation component (i.e., an inductor component). It is apparent that the curve generated using the exponential hyperbolic sine function is not completely identical with the first-or second-order exponential curves under any conditions. When the coefficient ␤ϭ or ␤Ͻ in the present exponential hyperbolic sine function, the curves generated using the exponential hyperbolic sine function were, however, very similar to those generated using the first-or second-order exponential functions, respectively, but not completely identical with those curves. The second-order exponential equation covers the first-order exponential equation and fitted the HR responses in response to both high-and middle-load, but this equation includes many regression coefficients, and an analysis of the changes in coefficients in relation to factors such as age, gender, or disorders would be rather complicated. In high-load exercise, the sum of the power of the residual from the exponential hyperbolic sine function was smaller than or equal to that from the first-or second-order exponential curve. Moreover, the exponential function failed to fit the HR response to low load as stated above. The present results indicate that the exponential hyperbolic sine equation is more reliable and easier to use to quantitatively analyze the HR response to different constant loads.
Although the results of the present analysis suggested the electric circuits corresponding to the exponential hyperbolic sine equation, the actual value of each component of the electric circuit cannot be mathematically obtained because the number of equations is insufficient to identify each component or determine which component(s) of the autonomic nervous system (i.e., nerve fibers, neurotransmitter release, and/or receptors) correspond to each component.
When ␤ is larger than in the exponential hyperbolic sine equation, the equation shows an initial increase followed by a decrease in HR (see APPENDIX 3) . In contrast, when ␤Ͻ, the equation shows a rapid initial increase followed by a gradual increase in HR. In the case in which the HR response shows an initial increase and reaches a plateau, ␤ is equal to or very close to . The coefficient ␣ was increased when the load intensity was increased, whereas ␤ and were decreased. These coefficients of the exponential hyperbolic sine function may thus be variables associated with intensity of the load. The relations of ␣, ␤ and to the intensity of the load could, however, not be obtained from the present analyses because the intensity of the load was restricted to only three levels. Moreover, the relation of each coefficient to physiological indices such as sympathetic tone, etc. could not be determined, as was also the case in the previous fittings [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
By using the present equation, the HR response under certain conditions could be estimated. The present equation may be useful for analyzing the effects of differences in age, gender and so on in HR response behavior to different intensities of constant load. Moreover, it may be useful for examining the HR response in patients with various diseases such as ischemic heart disease, diabetes mellitus, essential hypertension and so on in connection with the risk of cardiac accidents.
In conclusion, the present analysis of HR responses showed that employing an exponential hyperbolic sine function can be useful for the evaluation of the HR responses under various conditions. The simulation of the HR response by the corresponding electric circuit revealed that the HR response includes an oscillation (inductor) component. ) .
In this equation, y denotes electric current (i) in the circuit shown below; ␣ represents the coefficient for the exponential equation; ␤, the reciprocal of a time constant; and t, time. In HR trends, y denotes changes in HR (⌬HR) (i.e., HR at t(s)Ϫbasal HR(␥)).
The electric circuit corresponding to a first-order exponential equation is shown in Fig. 3 : where, R is the resistance, C is the capacitance, E is a direct current battery, S is a switch, and i is electric current.
In this electric circuit, the transient response of electric current to the direct current battery shows an initial increase followed by a plateau (Fig. 4) . This response resembles HR trends in response to moderateintensity loads.
APPENDIX 2
Second-order exponential equation yϭ␣ 1 · (1Ϫe ␤ 1 · t )ϩ␣ 2 · (1Ϫe Ϫ ␤ 2 · t ) .
In this equation, y denotes electric current (i) in the circuit shown below; ␣ 1 and ␣ 2 represent coefficients for the exponential equation; ␤ 1 and ␤ 2 , reciprocals of time constants; and t, time. In HR trends, y denotes changes in HR (⌬HR) (i.e., HR at t(s)Ϫbasal HR(␥)).
The electric circuit corresponding to a second-order exponential equation is shown in Fig. 5 : where, R 1 and R 2 are the resistances, C 1 and C 2 are the capacitances, E is a direct current battery, S is a switch, and i is electric current.
In this RC circuit, the transient response of electric current to the direct current battery shows an initial increase followed by a continuous and gradual increase (Fig. 6 ). This response resembles HR trends in response to high-intensity loads. 
